Written By Bradley Clark & Jermaine Hurley

Wether You Like It Or Not are currently a Non funded
online platform housing a team of creatives bound
together by their love of film, graphic novels, Video
Games and a website soon to be launched where they
will cause havoc.
Created To shake up the monotony for up and coming
talent in both conventional and unconventional ways
Starting With online comics and web serials.
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For more info on our current projects

Follow via Twitter
@wylionmofo

Like our FB Page For WYLION
http://www.facebook.com/officialwylion

LIke The Guys
Official FB Page

Like Our Other Projects
http://wetheryoulikeitornot.com/fanpages/

Email us on
Bradley@wetheryoulikeitornot.com
Jeveryday@wetheryoulikeitornot.com

For an Info Pack
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Message From the
Head Writer

Because some men aren't looking for anything logical,
like money. They can't be bought, bullied, reasoned, or
negotiated with. Some men just want to watch the world
burn.
- Alfred Pennyworth The Dark Knight

Then there are Some who are Oblivious to their importance.....
These Are the Guys you are about to meet. Over the past 2 years we have
been stressed and relaxed formulating this crazy narrative where stuff
Happens to the guys then in the last 3 months we’ve completely owned the
madness we are about to unleash. which is good as the deadline is
approaching and we are almost finished........ the writing.....Oh dear well the
good thing is its a journey we wish to embark on.
I’m a firm believer that job satisfaction is more important than money but not
more important than food.....although i have often left the computer and
murdered the fridge accidentally.
The Guys are our Friends, our fears & doubts, and other stuff we can not
control all rolled into one neat package we can control....not because we are
control freaks, its because somebody else has to watch it and love it too.
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I like the term Word Pimp as to Editor and Making stuff up as to
Writing after all its meant to be fun. I never liked titles as they are
restrictive, but like I said before somebody else has to watch it
and love it too.
As much as my inner hippy hates to admit it Order gets things
done a lot quicker as well as doing stuff rather than complaining
get things done. so instead of killing my inner hippy i’ve given it a
consultancy role so expect a mild form of morale compass
thrown in once and a while with social commentary from an artist
viewpoint occasionally but not too much its a comic sit-com after
all....
so without further adieu Here are The Guys in Written conceptual
form for information purposes

All The Best
Bradley Clark
Head Writer @ WYLION
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THE GUYS: WRITTEN BY BRADLEY CLARK
& JERMAINE HURLEY
A Comic Action Sitcom based in London, following The
successes and failures (mostly Failures) of a bunch of guys
currently with no superpowers taking on a range of sinister
groups, life choices, and one liners that will make Hit Girl
blush, Batman laugh, and Professor X Have a Headache

Character
Breakdowns
For Season 1

The Guys
Origin: Natural Birth
Power Origin: Mono the Mofo
(Outer Galactic being here on work experience)
Power origin Background: Mono the Mofo Working at the Everyman
Company Forced to create meta humans for Veronica's Amazon project
(Female Army) Mono the Mofo needing a reference and a back up plan
develops a permanent solution in the form of the 5 guys who fit the bill
according to mono the mofo. Which is to both stop the plans of veronica taking
over the world and to entertain him too.
However this indirectly causes the universe's safe mode to malfunction as the
gifts exaggerate the users main traits into a super power making them the 1st of
their kind as their DNA goes beyond humanity and all irregularities go to the
Atlantis (the universes pocket interdimensional holding bay) and then the
adventure merely begins

Public opinion: Sways often on the side of pity but loved overall
The guys are a bunch of guys that have absolutely no ability (Ordinary) To the
point the lack of ability becomes a superpower (But Not really). Then they get
superpowers and the uphill struggle begins

Group Dynamics: Disorderly, dysfunctional lovable, are family in the sense
that they alway have an obligation to each of their wellbeing even to past
members

Bases: Dave’s House, Double L's House & the Atlantis Pocket
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Factions in Brief
New Feminist Movement
Headed by Veronica the new feminist movement revolves around 1 ideal
a female dominated world. Fueled by her hatred of her mentally abusive
father she vows to make all men pay and has aligned with other
likeminded women to take over the world. However veronica Wears
several masks and everyone is expendable.

The Period Dramas
A group of costumed supervillains focused on hurting the guys in the wake
of their newly found abilities. They are put together to distract the guys
from Veronica’s New plan. Sub-servant to veronica at first they eventually
break away and create their own agenda

Chlamydia Sisters
The Chlamydia sisters aka Clap and snatch Bank robbing duo that are
focused on earning vast amounts of money. Their allegiance sways down
to who has the bigger wallet but often fall foul of the guys mainly down to
them finding certain members cute...The Twins.

League Of the X’s
A group of the guys ex’s are recruited by veronica to stop The Guys
meddling in her plans and are given a dose of mild enhancement modifier
as a reward. The group work like a splinter cell and are self contained and
are devised to make sure the guys remain emotionally unstable.

The Malice Collective
Headed by a sadistic music mogul Mike “Malice” Mannacinni who has 4
henchmen called Major Change. Manages Sam favourite band The Candle Whispers a pop art band with a hot lead singer called emerald who is
crazy with super powers and a drug problem.

The Unfortunates
A Group of men that are “modified” in cruel and unusual ways to serve the
needs of the new feminist movement. Often the victims of Grave humiliation; act as spies to other organisations as well as The Guys.

The Sports Club
A Group of former Athletes that engage in illegal activities to pass their affluent existence. Ranging From Extortion, Jewelry Heists to hostile take
overs. all the members have their own agenda and Issues but Ultimately
are “Team Players”
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Leader Of The Guys
Leroy Lionel aka Double L

The Twins Aaron and Alex
(Double AA's)

Style: The Last Guy standing Aka Calamity
Castings: Suave Billionaire philanthropist type late 20’s to early 30’s
Soon to be: The Promise (leader)
Main power: invulnerable to what life has to throw at him he is a
problem solving indestructible survival specialist typical honorable
leader type.....and a super rich playboy. Mainly inspires the group
with motivation and can do attitude despite not knowing his power, a
man of his word often not promising as a result as he never breaks a
promise. Hidden in the depth of character is the original source of delusion ie lives in his own World (Reality) and can therefore control it
and exist within other realities. His Ability is somewhat dangerous
and he’s not to know ever.

Although they are more or less identical Alex is a proven athlete
whereas Aaron is more of a book smart studied type. Despite their
constant quarreling they love each other a great deal often putting
each other before themselves. Coming from a broken home they
trust each other over everything else.

Secondary powers: Naturally athletic has enhanced stamina combined with the art of delegation natural leader fearless in his nature
Usually aided by Johns inventions
Catchphrases:
You cannot break a promise.
It means Something to me.
Somethings are never easy
Lets do This
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Vice Leader

Middle Management

Alex “Yin Yang” Moirai

Aaron “Mr Know it all” Moirai
Style: Pointless question followed by a random similar question guy

Style: babbles on randomly and asks the relevant question guy
Soon to be: Mr Know It All
Soon to be: Warchief

Main power: has an ability to seek out weaknesses & strengths has
a superior military mind in the making considering how much time he
spends on War Video Games has a fetish for guns and explosives
and is proficient in all weaponry is the main trainer.
Secondary Power: has a twin link with his brother much like a six
sense knows when he's in danger has a built in homing ie the only
one that can find him.

Main power: omnipotence & a walking Computer can see only 3
minutes into the future in the beginning as the universe is currently in
safe mode so he claims..... but actually knows the whole plan and
holds back details so it can run its favourable course ie for the
greater Good
Secondary Power: has a twin link with his brother much like a six
sense knows when hes in danger has a built in homing ie the only
one that can find him
Catchphrases:

Catchphrases:
I cannot stress the importance enough.
Please whatever you do don’t fuck it up.
Hit Em, Hit Them Hard

Hold on.....wait......ok......now....
It has to happen.....
It Reminds Me of a time when.....
Basically its........

I’ve Never said I was A Gentleman
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Communications Expert
Sam Brooke aka random irritating involuntary sounds noticing guy
Castings: stalkerish with a warm lovable centre much like Leon the
professional
Style:The loner/Silent But Violent
Soon to be: the translator
silent reclusive within the group likes to collect his thoughts before
opening his mouth can communicate with a variety of different social
groups
Main power: can understand any foreign sounds and translate them
to the team can also automatically communicate with known and
unknown things via the Power of empathy.
Secondary Power: Marksman proficient with knives Army Trained
leaves a mess, often uses explosive and sonic devices.

Catchphrase:
Ok I'll take it from here
What he means is.....
This is gonna hurt one of us alot....
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Lab Rat

Formula 1: Fastest active Moonshine hits the blood stream within 4
seconds John Drinks a bottle a day

John Gamin aka The wild one

Formula 2: Restores Body parts and general health over a period of
time.

castings: unconventional unorthodox Possibly Australian
Style: Reckless driving while not under the influence guy
Soon to Be: Catalyst
Main power: whilst drunk John becomes hyper intelligent hyper agile
and hyper strong and completely non coherent....Only sam can
understand him under the influence. John Builds stuff for the team
smashed off his face. However his mentality and abilities change
pending on what substance/s he is on.....prefers to drink as he really
like kung fu flicks or has a serious problem

Formula 3: Hot sauce
Formula 4: Liquid high grade (Relaxant)
Formula 5: Sun lotion
Formula 6: “His Own Brand Of Boom” (Explosive liquid with different
detonators)
Formula 7: Formula 6 neutralizer
Formula 8: Truth Serum

Secondary Power: Other substances have different effects invents
Gadgets in a drunken stupor such as The Rom drive: a titanium
gauntlet that allows video games the holder has completed to be
used as abilities to be manifested and used in reality however its still
in it beta testing stages but solid versions of the cartridge gauntlets
which use the game cartridges like bullets making everybody
reluctant to use it on their own collections so they get Leroy to buy a
ton of cheap Games many of which they haven’t played but being
immortal has its benefits.

Formula 9: gullible juice (pranksters dream)

Nesifier: 8 bit manifestor based on human video game characters

She’s Hotttt!

Snesifier: 16 bit manifestor based on human video game characters

Stag!

Formula 10: the ultimate substance to muse from enhances all
abilities of john with the drawback of leaving him with the worse
hangover ever
Catchphrases: I'm sooooo hungover, what happened......
got any beer?
don’t be such a Meow Shelia.

Mega cannon: 16 bit projectile manifestor John only liked the shoot
em ups on the mega drive (that all John Ever played on it)
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Breakdown of Everymen

The Everyman

Every Men Are Carriers of information as a result they are trained to
be proficient warriors to protect themselves and to carry out their
purpose. Dave’s ruthless intent disguises the fact that he is a
disciple of the Overall Plan. Dave has to be a bastard to the guys as
part of their training as they have a higher purpose to attend to. An
Everyman is born in the most significant points in history. Leaving
speculation on how many are currently in circulation Everymen Like
Dave have been sent out to help guide humanity through perilous
times. Part Of Billl’s From The List protection clauses and possibly
the best line of defense to stop humanity or anything else from
destroying the universe.

Dave Veryman AKA The Bastard

Dave The Everyman during The Birth Of The Guys Has the benefit of
having two everymen training him... the 2nd time this has happened
in known everyman history, after a Everyman’s life cycle has passed.
The information from the last everyman passes down to the next in
line. A form of cult protects “Everymen” by offering him information at
key times. However the Everymen have had many enemies
accumulated over the lifetimes they have lived through so Trusting
People Can Be Dangerous To them, despite not being able to die.

Main power: Secretly the youngest Everyman can not be
permanently harmed by Mortal Objects and has a life cycle of 100
years from the age of 25, his age is frozen for 25 years in which he is
trained to follow his purpose set out by Billl similar to business man
in his calculations; cold and ruthless as he needs to be to get the job
done.
Secondary Powers: Cloaking and shapeshifting device called the
Every. Which doubles up as a double holster harness for his Two
Colt Black 45s one with gold trim the other with silver trim. Gold and
silver are trademark colours of the every men and feature frequently
throughout their gadgets and weaponry
Role: Veronica's boyfriend ensures that the guys know nothing of
what happening and they are at the right place at the right time which
mainly is a painful one while he is indirectly training them. His job is
to keep them on course till the moment of awareness after that he
gets to know more.
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The Goddess

Calling herself the Goddess she wrecks havoc on the global
government with 4 enhanced amazons (Period Dramas) with
temporary abilities calling themselves the new feminist movement.

Diana Kyle aka Veronica
Soon to be: The Goddess
Allegiance: Herself
Veronica is at the core a Die Hard Capitalist that hides behind the
vail of Die Hard feminist and wishes for women to rule the earth
under her rule.
Working at the Everyman company she finds an out of work called a
MOFO (Mono the MOFO) that can make any thing she wants.
However mono is on work experience and only half does it, until he is
fired a goal he's been searching for since the 90’s. Sensing that this
Veronica Character will pose a significant threat Mono Gives the real
elixir to “The Guys” out of spite, comedy and necessity.
After clashing with the guys she extracts the enhancement modifier
and has her team of female scientists recreate the strain given to the
guys which gives her temporary enhancements at first.
Posing as a nurse she is able to get a blood sample of aaron and injects herself and recreates the modifier due to her brief spat of
omnipotence which lasts for 3 minutes due her only having a limited
time to use the sample before it times out.
Her version of the enhancement modifier exaggerates her ruthless
nature and her sensitivity to pain adding to her already brilliant mind
turns her into something darker & demonic and destroys all evidence
of the “serum” by killing her entire staff ensuring all that opposes her
is the guys as she wishes to make an example of them.
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THE PERIOD DRAMAS
Mistress

Sin Point
Allegiance: Period Drama
Judith Judge Uses sex as a weapon highly seductive, highly ruthless
Combat Expert twined with dee clinic to keep an eye on her.

Allegiance: Period Dramas/New Feminist Movement
Helena Eleanor Leader of The period Dramas Has the power of draining life force much like a Vamp mainly from her past of being a professional Con artist Before Hand Gets what she wants has her own
agenda

The Promise Breaker
Allegiance: New Feminist Movement/Leader of the league of the X’s

Dee Clinic
Allegiance: Period dramas/New Feminist Movement
Deborah Alexis is a scientist that Specializes in chemical warfare,
and is a proud misguided feminst being mislead by Veronica’s
Visions of a female run Utopia.Torn between her morales as she is
tasked with creating The Unfortunates and extracting a serum from
the Abnormal Subjects that are The Guys to help Veronica....however
quickly realises that veronica is out for herself.

Paula Rue Leroy's dream girl attacks him by entering his dreams and
the power of suggestion consistently throws him off his game big
time, manipulative cunning challenges what the promise stands
for....but is weary of Veronica’s poisonous words.

Miss illogical
Allegiance: Period Dramas/New Feminist Movement
Sarah Hughes master of encryption can emit sounds both painful
and irritating to the outside world, Devises complex semi ingenious
diversions proving theres a method to her madness
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FREE LANCERS

Clap

Emoticon

Clap is violent petit lady with an obsession with big guns and
explosives has a crush on alex mainly because they both love guns
and he has dimples and long eye lashes.

Allegiance: New Feminist Movement/Freelance
A Lady in a of few words a samurai sword Motorcycle helmet That
Reflects her Services. Only few know the code for a price. Her
presence is terrifying for all.

Allegiance: Chlamydia Sisters (Business)

Snatch
Allegiance: Chlamydia Sisters (Business)

Beerface
Allegiance: Freelance/member of the League of the X’s

Snatch is a larger muscular lady that carries the swag and doubles
up as the mechanic but is a bit on the naive side....has a crush on
Aaron “the smallest” of the Guys

Chase Fable Computer hacker by way of photoshop, using her ability
of mass fraud and honey trapping looks good from far but far from
good Looks irresistible to drunken men and lures them into traps for
financial gain. With the exception of john who is always drunk and is
an ex. She sets up the league of X’s after her 1st encounter with the
guys figuring her hold on men can be profitable.

Sportsbra
Allegiance: League of The X’s/New Feminist Movement/Sports Club
Olympia Ausdauer is Large chested Warrior like lady that has a
pheromone implant that Enthralls men forcing them to become brain
eating zombies which then add to her intelligence. A Mercenary By
Trade She Is A Former Olympian and poses a considerable threat
with or without the implant. Olympia is a neutral entity with her own
commitments, her background is effective ordinance
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Rob Bandit

Excessive Change, Sex Change, Girl Band

Allegiance: Freelance/Malice Collective via necessity

Allegiance: New Feminist Movement/Freelance/Former Malice
Collective/Freelance

After getting into trouble with the Malice collective by attempting to
count cards at an illegal poker game trying to earn some extra
money for an operation for his wife. Robert Banner is forced to
elevate some additional funding. Given his skill set isn’t as good as it
used to be. As his gambling habits have jeopardized his safe
cracking ability from the shoulder down. After he attempted to cat
burgle his loan sharks 15 years ago, he got caught red handed and
is now left handed. His loan shark offered him a choice lose your arm
or go to prison and still be in debt or work for him. Rob opted for the
pound of flesh as he wanted out of the whole life as he met the love
of his life who now is the same reason he has to raise the funds. Rob
is given an anonymous tip by a lady over the phone about an
exclusive jewelers. That’s doesn’t have a safe as such and is run by
an old couple. A simple easy blag that would kill two birds with one
stone. Only to find Dave and John buying Dave’s fiancé an
engagement ring made of a rare arctic white gold. Dave Just
Happens to be a billionaire heir.....John his bodyguard.....Arctic gold
being the target....

Roger Blair Was part of the malice collective until he was given the
name Sex Change after being recognized by a former school friend.
Roger used to be an effeminate male Growing up however a life of
solitude and anger has lead him to the casual life of mercenary work.
Upon leaving the Malice Collective he seeks purpose and is talking
to one of his female friends (who believes he is gay) over coffee who
invites him to become a henchman for Veronica. Fuelled by how he
thinks women think Roger has decided to become a full lesbian just
working up the nerve to whoop his ding a ling off..... but he likes the
dress all the same. However due to him being bullied when he was
younger he built up a lot of muscle mass over the years still hits and
looks like a very strong man in a dress much to the guys pain. As Girl
band is a low level henchman of veronicas army Roger later
becomes a violent vigilante often clashing with The Guys plans. Only
helps women in need at first then starts saving weaker dudes then
become a normal superhero/vigilante. Roger chose the name girl
band as it gets him angry and he likes to be unstable.... feels it give
him an edge, Despite it not making any sense.
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The Unfortunates

The Chef aka Manmaid

3D

Terrence Jacob Has a hypnotic trigger that makes him cook any thing
a lady suggests. Can only eat with a lady present constantly offers
his food to ladies hates himself for it as he is fully aware he is doing it
but is powerless to stop himself.

Allegiance: The Guys
Richard William Johnson aka Triple Dick was unfortunate enough to
turn down Miss illogical sexual advances so she kidnapped him
installed a remote controlled penis in his mouth that goes anywhere
she wants.

Allegiance: The Guys

Teddy Bear
Allegiance: The Guys

Tiny Jazz Hands
Allegiance: The Guys
Jeremy Armstrong has small pointless arms and is powerless to defend himself for not being possessive now he is every woman possession is often sat on and politely raped

Theo Wilkins Was Genetically altered to be cuddly after refusing to
snuggle.....he has ridiculous appearance like a 30-35 year old dwarf
with a teddy ruxbin head....absolutely hates his adorable life hides in
the shadows often found crying....

Ken/Dollface
Allegiance:The Guys
Leo Goodyear a cosmetically altered lifesize ken doll complete with
no penis because he had nice shoes..... can’t cry but is always miserable hardened plastic exoskeleton means his movements are restricted and he cannot kill himself through physical trauma
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Malice Collective
Malice
Allegiance: Malice Collective
Mike “Malice” Mannacinni is a man obsessed with saying stuff with
style. Heading a record label who’s income from sales is highly dubious he is surrounded by 3 capable merc’s all armed differently..... all
with attack words....Malice’s business is NOT a front for Racketeering, Drugs, Illegal Gambling, Money Laundering......well most of the
time....It’s all about the music..... and The Money........Mainly The
money....

Chump Change
Allegiance: Malice Collective/Major Change

Correct Change
Allegiance: Malice Collective/Major Change
Bruce Bleu Leader of the bunch dangerously efficient hand to hand
expert. Known to throw down Hand to Hand over the use of weapons.... Speaks like a Rain Man with a funny accent.....Does What
He’s told....without question
...excellent definately....

Spotlight
Allegiance:New feminist Movement/Malice Collective
The lead singer of the Candle whispers Emerald has a slight powder
problem, made slightly worse with a batch of powder thats infected
by meta-human changing powder confused for blow that turns her
into a glowing diva, infected on behalf of her management The
Malice Collective. Then kidnapped by Girl Band and delivered to
Diana Kyle aka Veronica gotta love show business.

Humphrey Troggings a henchman with a curious hump on back only
grunts and nods main muscle of the group lifts, crushes and recycles. Hump is actually a weight that stops him from growing.

Loose Change
Allegiance: Malice Collective/Major Change
Stanley Philips over talkative Slightly Loose cannon attacks with the
1st available blunt instrument.... once slapped a guy so much with a
rubber glove....... they bled from the bruising. proficient in weaponry,
trained marksmen.
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The Sports Club

Le Cross

Hooligan

Lee Le Cross is The Only american despite being from Canada
originally. Lee was injured at the top of his career feels like he was
robbed his greatness, hence his Vile Nature, has a selection of bionic
legs, a rich family Psychotic tendencies....Paranoid
Delusions...Inferiority complex....everything you need in a murderous
Rich Guy.....With one leg.

Allegiance: Sport Club
Barry Haustin is the leader of a Criminal Outfit simply called the
Sports Club. Beefy Brit with an obsession on full contact sports like
MMA, Rugby, Boxing is proficient in all 3. His Back Story Is Mythical
as apparently, Barry was at some point an athlete; rumored to be an
olympian, A footballer, Bare Knuckle Boxer. Mainly due to his
Physical presence. Barry is a HANDS On Manager. What is known is
that he used to control the football firm, even a couple of bookies and
operates from a kingpin standpoint. Barry Now Owns a Fleet of
successful Gyms and other health related supplements and
pharmaceutical companies mainly to filter his illegal practices.

Allegiance: Sports club

Cross Trainer
Allegiance: Sports Club
Steve Papadakis A Former “Overpaid” Athlete (Footballer) with a flair
for excess Is Le Cross’ personal trainer since his leg injury...... does
the kicking for him.
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Golf Swing

Rounders

Allegiance: Sports Club

Allegiance: Sports Club

Alistair Monument operates on momentum proficient in akido walks
around with a Caddy at all times called O’Sheamus who doubles up
as his Bodyguard. his main MO is to play the ball where it lies.....
throws down anywhere & Everywhere Sadistically relentless

Rags to riches boy with a soft spot for stick & ball games and earns
his millions in gambling likes to hit with a stick, Bat, Pole and
Snooker Cue. Group Social conscious to a certain degree....But He’s
always Up For a laugh Practical Joker

O’Sheamus

Ball Boy

Allegiance: Sports Club

Allegiance: Sports Club

Patrick O’Sheamus An Oriental Caddy with a hidden compartments
in his golf bag for Gentlemanly needs.....Pipe, slippers & guns,
rockets, SMG’s.

Rounders Best friend Throws and Picks Up objects really really fast.
Often follows Rounders For the laugh.
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